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Dusty was ready to start his 
report about drums but…..
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He had lots of ideas because 
he knew quite a lot about 
drums but, he had no idea 
howhowhowhow to start his writing. 

It wasn’t as easy as 
he’d thought, although 
he was sure Pod could help.

?

Pod was very good at helping Dusty
with reports to his friends at home.
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It’s a good idea to 
have a plan.

Pod decided.

?

?
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First we need a title.

Pod said.

?

All About All About All About All About 
DrumsDrumsDrumsDrums

Dusty thought.
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Then we need 
a spider’s web!

?

?
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All about drums

They wrote the title in the 
middle of their piece of paper 
and put a ring round it because 
it was important – it was what 
their report would be about.

But Dusty still wondered whywhywhywhy
they needed a spider’s web!
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All about drums

Pod asked Dusty what he wanted 
to write about in his report. 

Dusty knew the answer 
to that question!

1. What a drum is.

2. How drums make sounds. 

3. How drums can different sounds.
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All about drums
Then Pod told Dusty to watch. 
He was going to draw something 
that would spread out like a 
spider’s web.

He only needed 
part of the 
spider’s web….
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He said he might not need 
all of it and he 
probably didn’t 
really need 
the spider ………….

!

……… sorry, spider!
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Making Sounds
(How do drums make sounds?)

Different
Sounds

All about drums

Drums
(What is a drum?)

Watch!

Pod exclaimed.

Then he began 
drawing circles 

and writing 
inside them.
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Making Sounds
(How do drums make sounds?)

Different
Sounds

All about drums

Drums
(What is a drum?)

Pod said that his spidery 
diagram was called a
spidergramspidergramspidergramspidergram.

When it was 
finished it would 
look a bit like a 

spider’s web.
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Making Sounds
(How do drums make sounds?)

Different
Sounds

All about drums

Drums
(What is a drum?)

He told Dusty it would help 
him with his 
writing.
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Dusty decided 
he’d write about 
what drums arewhat drums arewhat drums arewhat drums are
so, he thought 
about what he 
could write in 
this part of 
his report.

Drums
(What is a drum?)

All about drums What is a 
drum?

asked Pod.
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1. Drums are musical instruments. 
2. A simple drum is shaped like a cylinder.
3. A drum is made from a frame with a                                        

drum skin stretched over one end of it.
4. The person who plays a drum                                     

is called a drummer.

Dusty knew that:Dusty knew that:Dusty knew that:Dusty knew that:

So he wrote his 
ideas on his 

spider diagram.

All about drums

musical instrument

shaped like

drummer

made from

Drums
(What is a drum?)
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The first part was ready. The first part was ready. The first part was ready. The first part was ready. 

Now he needed Now he needed Now he needed Now he needed 
to think about to think about to think about to think about 
the next bit.the next bit.the next bit.the next bit.

Making Sounds
(How do drums make sounds?)

What did he know about how What did he know about how What did he know about how What did he know about how 
drums make sounds?drums make sounds?drums make sounds?drums make sounds?

musical instrument

shaped like

drummer

made from

Drums
(What is a drum?)

All about drums
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Dusty knew that…….Dusty knew that…….Dusty knew that…….Dusty knew that…….

1. Drums are part of a family of instruments called 
percussion instruments.

2. Drums make sounds when they are hit or  
tapped using hands, drumsticks or a special
beater.

3.   When a drum skin is tapped or hit it wobbles
which means it vibrates. When it vibrates
we hear the sound.
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drumsticks
hands, beater

hit or tapped

percussion instruments

So he wrote his So he wrote his So he wrote his So he wrote his 
new ideas on thenew ideas on thenew ideas on thenew ideas on the

spidergramspidergramspidergramspidergram....
vibrates

Making Sounds
(How do drums make sounds?)

musical instrument

shaped like

drummer

made from

Drums
(What is a drum?)

All about drums
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Dusty thought about the next bit of his report. 
His spidergram was growing!

Different
Sounds
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Dusty knew that…….Dusty knew that…….Dusty knew that…….Dusty knew that…….

1. Drums are made in many different shapes and sizes.

2.  Drums make different sounds because of their shape, the 
materials they are made from and the way they are hit.

3.  The way are drum is hit (hard or gently) and what it is hit 
with, can change the sound it makes.

4.  Some sounds are high and some sounds are low.

5. Bongos are two drums that are joined 
together. The two drums make 
different sounds because 
one drum is smaller than 
the other.
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Now Now Now Now Dusty’s spidergram Dusty’s spidergram Dusty’s spidergram Dusty’s spidergram was finished.was finished.was finished.was finished.

shapes + sizes

different sounds

high + low
bongos

Different
Sounds

hard + gently

But what about his report?But what about his report?But what about his report?But what about his report?
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shapes + sizes

different sounds

high + low
bongos

Different
Sounds

hard + gently

Pod told Dusty that he could use his Pod told Dusty that he could use his Pod told Dusty that he could use his Pod told Dusty that he could use his spidergram spidergram spidergram spidergram to help to help to help to help 
him write his report.him write his report.him write his report.him write his report.

It would remind him what to do.It would remind him what to do.It would remind him what to do.It would remind him what to do.
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But, he still had to write his report 
and ……………that’s another story!
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